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.THE FRENCH STRATEGIC DILEMMA

This paper identifies a basic strategic dilemma for France. On the

one hand, French leaders identify the political purpose of nuclear

weapons as the defense of French territory or, at best, of France's

"vital interests." On the other hand, a number of external pressures

are inducing a need for France to provide a more explicit definition of

the role of French nuclear weapons in the West European security

system. In particular, the central tension in French doctrine revolves

around the emphasis on protecting the national "sanctuary" with nuclear

weapons and the growing recognition of the need to include West Germany

in the French security concept.

The paper is divided into four sections. The first section

examines the basic elements of French doctrine. For the purposes of

this paper, the discussion of French doctrine is limited to identifying

the response to one central question: What political purposes are

served by French nuclear forces? The second section examines the

variety of external pressures which challenge the credibility of the

French deterrent, thereby creating a need for change in French

doctrine. The third section identifies and discusses the resulting

French strategic dilemma. The final section analyzes the basic French

defense options in the 1980s as reflected in the discussions of defense

policy in France. This section concludes with an assessment of the

alternative scenarios for the evolution of French defense policy in the

1980s and 1990s.

I. FRENCH STRATEGIC DOCTRINE

The central element of the French approach to nuclear weapons is to

see them as fundamentally different from conventional weapons in posing

the gravest questions of life and death. The radical nature of these

weapons in terms of the level of destructiveness which they can inflict
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Smake them usable only when the very survival of a nation is at stake.

D It would be difficult for a nation, even the United States, to risk its

ultimate survival for the sake of its allies. Hence, to defend itself

in the nuclear era, France needed to develop an independent nuclear

'i f o r ce 'l

:4 .

.. ,..-,There are a number of ideas the French have developed associated

',"'."with their perceived need for an independent national deterrent.2'. akeFirst, the French believe that possession of nuclear weapons turns

French territory into a "sanctuary." If France has the capability to

attack Soviet territory directly with nuclear weapons, then France is

less likely to be subject to Soviet nuclear strikes. French territory
is thereby "sanctuarized" by her possession of nuclear weapons.

*, The French have been among the most vigorous of the Europeans to

cast doubt on American willingness to use its nuclear weapons to

implement an extended deterrence strategy. At the time of the

establishment of the French nuclear forces in the md-1960s de Gaulle

i ' ecoined the phrase that the Americans would not be willing to trade New

. eslYork for Hamburg in a nuclear war with the Soviet Union. The French

have strongly criticized the U.S. concept of flexible response from its
inception. The French have perceived this concept as simply reflecting

.-. mca n American unwillingness to strike Soviet territory with nuclear weapons

"'-",in light of Soviet assured destruction capability against U.S.*-territory.

estbIn the case of the superpowers, the French tend to focus on the

-., centrality of political will to deterrence, rather than on the presence

e_ of a strategic weapons balance alone. Even though the U.S. continues to
have strategic parity with the Soviets, the Americans might not have the

.. orkwill to use those weapons in European war limited to the European
" nctheater. France, by having its very national survival at stake in a

European war, would appear morike Siet te Soviets to have the
- -- 2-



political will to use nuclear weapons. The Soviets are thereby

deterred, in part, by having an alternative nuclear decisionmaking

center in the West to the U.S. The French cite NATO's Ottawa

Declaration of 1974 as providing explicit U.S. recognition of the

legitimacy of their position that alternative decisionmaking centers

heighten the credibility of the Western deterrent.

The classic French position equates the use of nuclear weapons with

the defense solely of French territory per se. For example, General

Poirier, the prominent French strategic thinker, has conceptualized the

French security situation as consisting of three circles. Nuclear

weapons protect the "national sanctuary," i.e., the first circle. The

second circle encompasses the defense of France's immediate periphery.

The third is the defense of France's interests in Africa and the Third

World. In Poirier's schema nuclear weapons are inextricably intertwined

with the defense of the first circle, but only ambiguously related to
4

the defense of the second circle.

The French can border on the caustic in describing the virtues of

their independent nuclear deterrent. In spite of the independence of
French nuclear forces, however, their credibility as a deterrent rests

in large part on their ability to operate "behind" American nuclear

forces. The preoccupation the Soviets must have with American forces

provides a significant "force multiplier" to the French forces. The

language of "independence" can obscure the significance of the American

deterrent to the credibility of the French deterrent.

A close examination of the substance of three key expressions of

French doctrine, in particular, reveals the significance of the American

deterrent to the credibility of the French deterrent. First, the French

speak of their deterrence as that of the "weak of the strong." This

approach to deterrence is rooted in the clear recognition of the limits

within which French strategic power must operate. They can never hope

-3-
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to match the Soviets in the size or diversity of nuclear forces. The

Soviets have significant advantages in geographic expanse as well which

would allow them to conduct "limited" nuclear strikes against France.

France cannot hope to have an equivalent capability against the Soviet

Union.

In reality, however, the French are really operating vis-a-vis the

Soviets in a position of the strong deterred by the strong augmented by

the weak. The Soviets are deterred in part by recognizing that the

damage inflicted by the French might be significant enough to allow the

U.S. to dominate the war termination process. This Soviet concern

significantly augments the deterrent effect of French forces.

Second, the French speak of "proportional deterrence." Their

strategy is rooted in a capability to inflict damage greater than the

4 value to the Soviets of destroying France. The credibility of

"proportional deterrence" rests on the capability of France having

survivable nuclear forces which can execute a highly destructive second

4 strike.

Underwriting the "proportional deterrence" strategy as well is the

U.S.-Soviet strategic nuclear standoff. One might be able to conceive

of the willingness of the Soviets to risk part of their population and

industrial assets in order to destroy France in an effort to win a war

limited to the European theater. Proportional deterrence would fail as

a strictly dyadic Soviet-French exchange. It is considerably more

-e? difficult to imagine the Soviets engaging in a strategic nuclear

exchange with France which would leave Soviet military-economic

capabilities severely eroded in the face of an American adversary which

would have greatly enhanced prospects of dominating a war termination

process.

-'4..
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Third, the French speak of implementing "proportional deterrence"

through a countervalue as opposed to counterforce strategy. It is a
strategy aimed not at warfighting--anti-force--but at assured

destruction. In part this reflects the capabilities of French forces--

they are limited in numbers and accuracy of warheads. In part this

reflects French preference to pursue a deterrence strategy which does

not threaten Soviet strategic forces and thereby lead to a Soviet desire

to preempt French forces in the event of crisis.

The language of French strategic doctrine is that of dissuasion

(deterrence). The French talk publicly much less about warfighting (and

employment doctrine) than about how to persuade or dissuade the Soviets

from ever rationally calculating that a European war would be worth

fighting. French doctrinal language, by emphasizing dissuasion, is very

sensitive to the importance of meeting domestic needs for a defense

consensus and upon the development of forces which deter but do not

*i'- threaten the Soviets in an intimidating fashion.

The language of dissuasion in domestic terms emphasizes the primacy

of nuclear weapons for the defense of French territory. Much public

discussion of the use of French nuclear weapons for any other purpose

A.' (e.g., the forward defense of West Germany) would increase the level of

domestic debate, intensify conflict over the political purposes to which

French nuclear forces would be put, and thereby, erode the level or

intensity of public support for French nuclear weapons policy.
5

The French are concerned to have credible, second strike forces,
, ...

not first strike forces, to dissuade the Soviets from military

adventurism in Europe. The SSBN has evolved as the most significant

weapons system in this role.6  The French are not supportive of any

Western military force structure deployments which would be suggestive

-5-
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of first strike intentions (which might dangerously goad the Soviets

into a preemptive nuclear war) or of any discussions by the U.S. of

:-.. :fighting a limited nuclear war in Europe.

Since the mid-1970s, French leaders have backed away from the more

extreme public positions taken earlier regarding the independence of

their defense policy. In part, this has entailed the restoration of
C.

some of the language of Alliance solidarity in French defense

discourse. For former President Giscard d'Estaing, France was

identified as a key player in the Alliance in which French nuclear

weapons served Alliance interests indirectly by serving French interests

directly. Giscard d'Estaing also publicly questioned the salience of

the "all or nothing" character of the use of French nuclear weapons in a

European war. He favored the development of a broader array of military

options for France. The development of more flexibility inevitably

entails greater intermeshing of French security interests with Alliance
interests.7

The Mitterrand Administration has continued to search for more

flexibility in meeting France's security interests in Europe by means of

greater public and private involvement within the Alliance.

Mitterrand's decision to host the NATO ministerial meetings in Paris in

June 1983 was of symbolic importance in this regard.8  According to

Pascal Krop of Le Matin, the socialist government has pursued a double

objective in reasserting France's commitment to the Alliance, namely,

"...to reassure the allies by assuring them of French support in case of

conflict and, on the other hand, to develop a true European defense in

case the Americans ultimately disengage themselves from Europe."
9

In part, the language of Alliance solidarity is being restored to

French defense discourse because of the perceived decline in Alliance

cohesion. In theoretical terms, the French position is like that of the

operation of an interest group in Mancur Olson's The Logic of Collective

* . -6-
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Action.10 France could act with benign neglect when the U.S., as the

force shaping the Alliance, could by itself provide for the "public

good" of collective defense. With a decline in the ability of the U.S.

to do so, the "public good" of Western defense has eroded. The French

are left in the position of remaining aloof and watching further

deterioration in collective capabilities or contributing directly to the

enhancement of the "collective or public good" of Western defense

capability.11 The French are increasingly finding themselves in the

position of having to more directly and publicly link their

"independence" with the efficacy of overall Western defense capabilities

in order to deter the Soviets.

At the heart of French doctrinal problems is their relationship

with West Germany.12  The development of closer Franco-German relations

in the 1970s and 1980s has led to greater French sensitivity to the

impact of the French nuclear issue on the Franco-German core to the

European component of the Alliance.

The Giscard d'Estaing administration expanded the scope of

potential interests served by French military power--including by

implication the nuclear forces--by introducing a concept of an "enlarged

sanctuary." The French have traditionally tied nuclear weapons use with

the concept of the French territorial sanctuary. When the French chief

of staff spoke publically in 1976 of France contemplating the defense of

.4. its European interests, specifically West Germany, as an "enlarged

sanctuary" the implication was clear. The French government eased away

from the use of this term when public criticism was leveled that France

was thereby slipping away from its traditional position of defending a

national "sanctuary," not an extended one. 1

The Mitterrand Administration has clearly identified the defense of

West Germany as a "vital interest" for France. The current French chief

of staff clearly seemed to imply a linkage between the defense of West

-7-
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Germany as a "vital interest" for France and the deployment of the new

generation of tactical nuclear weapons. 14 The public commitment by West

Germany and France to animate the security provisions of their 1961

comprehensive bilateral agreements entails a provision for frequent

bilateral meetings between the French and German ministry of defenses.

Reportedly, one subject for discussion between the two countries has

been the employment doctrine of French tactical nuclear weapons.
15

A central tension in French doctrine clearly revolves around the

emphasis on the primacy of independence defined as protecting the

national "sanctuary" with nuclear weapons and the growing salience of

the need to involve France in West German security issues.16 On the one

4. hand, the French, in the context of justifying their exclusion from the

U.S.-Soviet INF talks, have insisted that their nuclear weapons cannot

be used to defend West Germany directly. On the other hand, the further

development of any European alternative to American dominance of the

Alliance--something which some French analysts favor--requires France to

identify clearly their nuclear weapons with the defense of an "enlarged

sanctuary."

.% ', The French are, however, in the throes of identifying their

conventional forces with the forward defense of West Germany.17

Traditionally, the French have identified their conventional forces in

West Germany, supported by tactical nuclear weapons, as having the

function of "testing the enemy's intentions" or, in other words,

operating primarily as a tripwire for French strategic forces. With the

formation of the rapid action force (FAR), the Mitterrand Administration

has underscored the importance of the forward defense of West Germany by

conventional means. The decision by France and West Germany to

coproduce a helicopter gunship may, in fact, be linked with the virtual

commitment of the FAR to the forward defense concept.

-9.0
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*" " In addition, when the Hades is deployed, probably in part with

neutron warheads, it will be used to support actions of the FAR and the

First Army stationed in West Germany. As a result, French nuclear

*weapons will become de facto more closely linked with the forward

defense of West Germany. The French will stop short, however, of making

explicit, public judgements about when or how their tactical nuclear

weapons might or would be used in the defense of West Germany. France

considers declaratory ambiguity on this question to be a key part of

their deterrent posture.18

However, if NATO would not be able to mount a credible forward

conventional defense, French doctrinal ambiguity is almost irrelevant t

the militarily effective use of tactical nuclear weapons. It is

questionable whether the Soviets would consider French use of tactical

weapons as a realistic signal of the intention by France to use

strategic weapons, unless their tactical nuclear weapons were used in a

militarily efficacious. manner.

The French treatment of the tactical nuclear issue most clearly

reveals the operation of several of the elements of French strategic

thinking identified so far. When the French first deployed tactical

nuclear weapons in the early 1970s, they indicated that these weapons

were an inextricable part of the strategic deterrent. They were to

function as the warning shot to indicate French resolve to use strategic

nuclear forces.19

For the French, their tactical nuclear weapons are to be clearly

distinguished from those of the U.S. The French weapons are used as

part of dissuasion; that is, to dissuade the Soviets from direct attacks

against French territory. According to the French, their tactical

' nuclear weapons are not to be considered as battlefield weapons, whereas

the American weapons are positioned to fight a limited nuclear war which

might well engulf France. To maintain their limited role as an

0-9-
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.advertisement" of French resolve, only a limited number of French

weapons need to be deployed.

The basic French position on tactical nuclear weapons fits well

*.'. into their "national sanctuary" doctrine. However, adaptations to the

Franco-German rapprochement have complicated the picture. First,

Giscard d'Estaing publically questioned the credibility of the "all or

nothing" strategy. He suggested the need for a more flexible strategy

which implied a battlefield role for French tactical nuclear weapons.
2 0

."" Second, the decision in the mid-1970s to foster an R&D program to

... develop a neutron warhead fit in with a strategy for battlefield use of

tactical nuclear weapons. The neutron warhead can be deployed in the

mid-1980s, but it will not precede the deployment of the Hades

missile.2 1 The neutron warhead can be used effectively primarily

against Warsaw Pact armor and is designed to precede follow-on attacks

*": *by conventional forces.2 2 The deployment of the neutron warhead might

then imply a willingness by France to engage in the forward defense of

West Germany with a mix of conventional and tactical nuclear forces in a

battlefield situation.
2 3

Third, some French analysts have expressed concern that the quality

of the "advertisement" to be delivered against Soviet forces needs to be

enhanced. There is a need to provide a real pause to Soviet military

actions on the European battlefield to provide time for a favorable war

termination process.24 A forward defense of West Germany bolstered by

tactical nuclear weapons could provide such a pause to the Soviets.

Tactical nuclear weapons are "anti-force" in character and

contribute, despite declaratory intentions, to Soviet success or failure

on the battlefield. In all likelihood, the Soviets are likely to

W-N perceive French tactical nuclear weapons, especially the new generation

-10-
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weapons, as significant factors affecting the success of their

operations on the European battlefield.

The tactical nuclear problem reflects a central tension in French

doctrine between the public commitment to independence, on the one hand,

and the public committment to West Germany and the Alliance, on the

other hand. The French are having difficulty having it both ways. The

French would like to insist that their tactical nuclear weapons are only

- a fuse which would light the strategic arsenal, but the Soviets might

well perceive them as battlefield weapons. In addition, the West

Germans might well insist that the new generation of French tactical

nuclear weapons ought to contribute to collective defense, not just to

the defense of French territory.
2 5

II. EXTERNAL CHALLENGES

The French face a number of challenges to the credibility of their

nuclear deterrent in the 1980s and 1990s which, in turn, underscore

dilemmas in their doctrine. The most significant challenges are

provided, of course, by the growth of Soviet military capability and

doctrine. Many French military analysts tend to believe that the

Soviets have adopted the conventional war option as their basic option

for fighting a war in Europe.2 6 These analysts tend to further believe

that the threat to use nuclear weapons against Soviet territory is

requisite to dissuade or deter the Soviets from attempting to implement

their conventional option.

French military analysts tend to believe that the Soviets have a

number of advantages which would allow them to prevail in a protracted

war fought only with conventional forces. Most significant in this

regard are the following: Soviet geographical proximity to the European

theater, Soviet mobilizational capabilities, the size and scope of

Soviet military reserves in terms of both manpower and material.

0-11-
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S_'Although a conventional war would, in all likelihood, overwhelm Western

Europe, the Alliance can legitimately aspire to deterring the Soviets

from the belief that they could win a short conventional war in

Europe. For example, the deployment of the FAR has been justified, in

part, by the need to deal with Soviet development of operational

maneuver groups (OMG).2 7 OMGs are part of a shock attack strategy by

* .the Soviets designed to overwhelm West Europe defenses.

Other French analysts tend to emphasize that the Soviets would plan

to conduct nuclear strikes from the onset of a war in Europe. According

to one such analyst, "The most reasonable hypothesis (for the beginning

of a war) would be that of a nuclear attack conducted with highly

accurate ballistic missiles capable of destroying from a distance the

adversary's means of combat, especially catching them by surprise."
2 8

This judgment is bolstered by asserting that Soviet doctrine is based on

nuclear warfighting as the basic military option for a European

conflict 29

Some French analysts are also concerned with the growing capability

of the Soviets to implement a "flanking option" against Western

Europe.30  Soviet power projection forces could be used to threaten

vital lines of supply in a crisis situation. Nuclear forces would not

*-"e necessarily be useful In deterring Soviet actions in this regard.

Rather, conventional forces coupled with good military and diplomatic

relations with Third World supplying states (especially with the Arab

Middle East) are critical to deterring the Soviets from attempting

military flanking actions.

When French doctrine talks of deterrence, it is concerned primarily

with the use of nuclear weapons in a massive strike against Soviet

- territory to deter Soviet military actions against France proper. The

exercise of a flanking option by the Soviets against France by the use

of conventional forces outside of Europe is not covered. Also, the

-12-
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threat of massive strikes against the Soviet homeland might be

undermined as the Soviets have developed more flexibility of conven-

tional military means in Europe.

There are a number of technological developments by the Soviet

military of great concern to the French which threaten the viability of

French nuclear forces. First, the greater precision of Soviet nuclear

warheads with lower yields (reducing collateral damage) provides the

Soviets with an increasingly credible posture for conducting limited

nuclear strikes against nuclear forces based in France. 3 1 The Soviets

would then have reduced France to its sea-based deterrent which might

well enhance Soviet capability to dominate a war termination process

with France.

Second, the growth in the capability of the Soviet air force--both

in munitions and aircraft--provides them with the possibility of

destroying all but the IRBMs with conventional ordnance. 3 2 What would

be a credible French response to such a Soviet conventional strike

against French land-based nuclear forces?

Third, Soviet advances in anti-submarine warfare (ASW) might well

undermine the credibility of the French sea-based deterrent. The heavy

reliance by the French on the SSBN makes them especially concerned with

the growth of the Soviet ASW threat. However, the French appear

confident that the SSBN will remain a viable, second strike deterrent,

for some time to come.33

Fourth, significant Soviet breakthroughs in ballistic missile

defense (BMD) would call into question the ability of French ballistic

missile warheads to penetrate Soviet defenses. Soviet BMD breakthroughs

coupled with Soviet advantages in passive defense and geographic expanse

(as compared to France's very limited civil defense capability and

limited geographical expanse) could erode the political will of France

.13
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to use nuclear weapons. 3 4 Why should France commit national suicide if

she is only able to deliver a "slap in the face" rather than a fatal

blow to the Soviets?

* ,-"Fifth, the density and increasing quality of Soviet air defenses

make it difficult for France easily to replace the ballistic missile

N "warhead with air delivered weapons as the main strategic weapon. The

French could develop increasingly longer-range standoff missiles but the

more sophisticated guidance systems associated with U.S. ALCMs might

well be beyond French technological grasp.
35

The variety of technological possibilities for Soviet military

developments threaten in various ways the core of French strategic

doctrine--independence, proportional deterrence and countervalue.
mm.. Independence could be threatened by the growing need to cooperate with

the U.S. or the U.K. in developing various aspects of strategic weapons

technology (cruise missiles, submarines, etc.). Proportional deterrence

could be undercut by dramatic improvements in Soviet strategic defense

capabilities (against French systems prior to and after launch). The

countervalue strategy could especiallly be undermined by a significant

-. expansion of Soviet BMD capabilities.

The French position is challenged to a lesser extent by its allies,

especially the U.S. and West Germany. The Americans challenge the

French position in two major ways. First, the U.S., in developing its

own military (especially strategic) technology, stimulates Soviet

deployments which in turn are threatening to French systems.3 6 If the

Americans deploy BMD systems to protect their ICBMs, similar Soviet

deployments would significantly undercut the credibility of the French

deterrent. The development of U.S. cruise missile technology has

encouraged the Soviets to enhance the capabilities of their air defenses

to such an extent that the air-delivered alternative for France is not

-14-



an easy one by any means, especially when coupled with enhanced Soviet

conventional attack capabilities against the French air force.

Second, the development by the U.S. of new conventional weapons

technologies could foster change in NATO doctrine. 3 7 Such changes might

imply the transformation of the "forward defense of West Germany" into a

campaign to conduct conventional interdiction missions into Eastern

Europe. Such a change in doctrine would seriously complicate French

independence, especially with regard to defining the role of French

tactical nuclear weapons as a "warning shot."

The West Germans challenge the French position in several ways.

First, some politicians in West Germany have indicated that France

should include its strategic forces in some way in the INF arms control

process.
3 8

Second, West German officials wish France to contribute more fully

and publically to the forward defense of Germany with French

conventional forces.3 9 These officials have been concerned that the

current French economic downturn and commitment to nuclear modernization

will lead to a reduction in French conventional capabilities in

Europe. Consequently, West Germany might well use the formation of the
FAR as an opportunity to deepen French commitment to long-term

conventional modernization.

Third, West Germany will continue to pressure France to clarify its

intentions with regard to the role of her tactical nuclear weapons.

West Germany has always been understandably uneasy with the notion that

French tactical nuclear weapons are to be used simply as an

"advertisement" of French will to use strategic nuclear weapons. West

Germany is concerned lest the French "advertisement" be translated into

Soviet nuclear reprisal against NATO forces solely on German territory.

-15-
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III. THE DILEMMA

The basic political purpose of French nuclear forces is to ensure

-~ French independence. The difficulty is that the growth in Soviet global

military capabilities, the decline in Alliance cohesion, and the

increased salience of West Germany to French security all question the

meaning of independence if it is limited solely to the defense of French

territory proper.

The growth in Soviet military capabilities undercuts the

credibility of a French "all or nothing" strategy by allowing the

* VSoviets the possibility of destroying French nuclear forces through

.. conventional means. The Soviets also have the possibility of selective

destruction of French nuclear forces--the prosecution of SSBNs at sea,

air strikes against the French air force, and commando raids against the

IRBMs. What would be the appropriate French response to selective and

gradual disintegration of their nuclear forces in the face of Soviet

conventional degradation of the deterrent?

The decline in Alliance cohesion increases the importance of France

playing a significant role in strengthening the Alliance. If France

refuses to commit its nuclear assets to any European role, then it can

play that role only with its conventional forces. But if France starves

"'**.. conventional forces to feed nuclear ones, France will exacerbate intra-

alliance relations, not strengthen them.

'C. The relationship with West Germany might be the channel whereby

France combines its national interests with broader Alliance concerns.

Many things which would be perceived in France as illegitimate in

dealing with the Americans appear to be legitimate in dealing with the

Germans. France seeks a European role within the Alliance, not the

revitalization of American leadership over Europe through the

Alliance. However difficult the dialogue, the Franco-German security

-16-
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relationship is at the heart of any Europeanization of the Alliance.
4 0

This dialogue is critical in terms of defining the missions of French

conventional forces in Europe, in terms of solving critical military

procurement problems, in terms of more efficient use of defense

resources and of determining optimal military efficacy for the use of

French tactical nuclear weapons. Even if French tactical nuclear

:,. weapons are conceived of as solely an "advertisement," the only actions

- which the Soviets might consider to be so are ones that would be

*. militarily efficacious and meshed, however loosely, with the Alliance.

Nonetheless, to move beyond a commitment to national independence

defined strictly in terms of using nuclear weapons to defend French

territory might well erode the French defense consensus. 4 1 The breadth

of the consensus to deploy nuclear weapons is evident. The fragility is

less so, but rests in the inability of French policy makers to directly

confront the broader European concerns inextricably interconnected with

' the modernization of French nuclear forces. The erosion of the defense

consensus by France trying to define a broader role for its nuclear

weapons might well lead to a decreased commitment of the French public

to defense and to reduced defense spending.

Hence, a central dilemma for French policymakers is between the

need to expand the concept of independence to encompass greater

interdependence within the Alliance and the need to maintain the myth
S... that French territory is "sanctuarized" by the possession of nuclear

weapons, this myth being central to the French defense consensus.

This dilemma will intensify as the Americans, Germans, and Russians

each in their own way place greater pressure on France to "compromise"

her independence. The Americans will hope that France will play a

-: greater conventional role in augmenting the credibility of NATO's

V-. conventional deterrent. The Germans will hope that France will play a

greater conventional role and recognize a role for its nuclear,
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especially tactical, forces in the defense of Germany. The Soviets will

insist that France (whether or not she wishes to recognize the fact) is

playing a key role in the Alliance and her nuclear forces should

certainly be counted as part of the Western deterrent.

The French for their part will continue to insist on the validity

of their independent nuclear deterrent. The French dilemma arises from

the reality that French forces are increasingly important to the

credibility of Western defense efforts and to Soviet calculations in

defining their approach to European security as well. There is no easy

way for the French out of this dilemma.

IV. FRENCH DEFENSE OPTIONS FOR THE 1980s AND 1990s

How might France best resolve the tension between "independence"

and "European security"? The French defense debate of the early 1980s

has provided three major alternative responses to this difficult

question. 42

First, France could "resolve" this tension by ignoring it. France

would continue to emphasize the centrality of her nuclear forces to the

defense of France proper. To the extent France made a contribution to

European security it would be by indirectly supplementing the American

nuclear "guarantee" in terms of the presence of an alternative

• decisionmaking center for nuclear reprisals against any Soviet nuclear

attack directed toward France. To the extent that the Soviets could not

conceive of fighting a war in the European theater without invading

France, the "sanctuarization" of France by nuclear weapons contributes

to deterrence.

There is a maximalist and minimalist version of this position. The

maximalist version, espoused by some Gaullists, advocates a significant

increase in the French strategic arsenal. The Gaullist party, the

V..
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Rassemblement pour la Republique (RPR), proposed an alternative military

program law for the 1984-1988 period in which nine SSBNs would be

operational by 1994. 4 3 It is difficult to see how such an augmentation

could occur without a significant drawdown of French conventional

* . forces. The maximalist position frequently carries with it a judgment

concerning the non-utility of conventional forces in deterring the

Soviets. The adversary is painted as planning a nuclear campaign

against Europe, from which France could protect itself only with the

* possession of a secure second-strike strategic force.

The notion that strategic nuclear weapons "sanctuarize" France

*.. implies that West Germany must fend for herself. Some Gaullists have

stated to the author that they would prefer to see West Germany occupied

than to fire a single nuclear weapon in the defense of West Germany. As

one Gaullist posed the question to the author, why should France commit

national suicide to defend West Germany? Another Gaullist pointed out

to the author that West Germany "fending for herself" could not include

the acquisition by that country of nuclear weapons. This particular

person would rather see Germany "Finlandized" than acquire an

-. independent nuclear deterrent.

- * The minimalist position is the one espoused by the Parti Communist

Francais (PCF). As a member of the governing coalition, the PCF

nominally agrees with the Parti Socialist Francais (PSF) on the

N: 1 "essentials" of French security policy. But as the recent annual summit

- (December 1983) between the PSF and PCF made clear, the agreement on

"essentials" does not carry over to the "details" of concrete policy.

The PCF supports a limited nuclear modernization as the absolute

priority of French defense policy.4 4  By starving conventional forces,

the nuclear program reduces the power of the uniformed military, most

notably the ground forces. Past struggles between the Left and the Army

have not been forgotten by many members of the PCF. Paradoxically, the
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PCF supports the nuclear policy as a way of reducing "militarism" in

French society, rather than augmenting it. 
4 5

.%-

A further strand of the minimalist version of "independence" has

been espoused by some members of the left-wing of the PSF, notably the

CERES group. The advantage of an independent nuclear deterrent for

France is to allow France to avoid "entangling" alliances with the
unreliable and erratic Americans. Also, by having an independent

deterrent France does not have to "overcommit" resources to the military

sector.

Both the maximalist and minimalist versions of "independence" have

in common no change in French doctrine. The political purpose of French

nuclear forces would be identified as solely the protection of French

territory. The strength of this position is the preservation of the

-''.""historical" consensus which has emerged in France regarding nuclear

.". . weapons. The weakness of this position is the absence of any response

to the erosion of the "public good" of Western defense. Although

rational from the standpoint of French domestic considerations, such a

position of "independence" would appear irresponsible to other members

of the Western alliance in the challenging European security environment

of the 1980s and 1990s.

Second, France could "resolve" the tension by not changing doctrine

but augmenting the capabilities of France to participate in the forward

defense of Germany by conventional means. Nuclear weapons would be used

to protect French territory, primarily, and French "vital interests,"

secondarily. Ambiguity would surround exactly what is covered by the

concept of "vital interests."

The current positions of the Mitterrand Administration embody this

alternative.46 French doctrine has clearly not changed under

Mitterrand. The Administration has ritualistically asserted that French

94
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doctrine has not been modified, in part, to allow changes in French

military capability to unfold without a debilitating doctrinal debate,

that is, a debate about the political implications of changing French

military policy. The Administration has used the concept of "vital

interests" to provide for a sense of ambiguity surrounding the political

uses of French nuclear forces, especially tactical nuclear weapons.

The major alteration which the Administration has introduced in

French forces is the rapid action force. It is clear that the creation

of this force has been motivated by political objectives. The most

significant one has been to enhance Franco-German security
- cooperation.4 7 Defense Minister Hernu, as well as the newly appointed

commander of the FAR, have gone so far as to identify the role of this

force as that of having the capability of participating in the forward

defense of Germany. This role would require close peacetime as well as

wartime cooperation with NATO.
4 8

The government's new FAR has been the subject of vigorous

discussion and criticism within France. Notably the government has been

severly criticized for the changes in French doctrine which the
-'%2 deployment of the FAR seems to imply. During the all-night debate of

December 2, 1983 in the French senate on the French defense budget

witnessed by the author, several members of the opposition prominently

displayed the newspaper article by the FAR commander suggesting a NATO

role for this force. The mere apyearance of such a role carries with it

the air of illegitimacy to many Frenchmen.

The government has responded vigorously to the charge that the

deployment of the FAR changes French doctrine. The government claims

that all it is doing is creating more flexible deterrent options.4 9 The

force will be deployed in the south of France and would have to be moved

northward to play its role. One government spokesman claims that such

movement would provide an important "signal" to the Soviets of French

intentions in a prewar setting, hence, adding to the range of French

deterrent options.50
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V r.The strength of this second option, "independence" plus

"participation in the forward conventional defense" of West Germany, is

the practical emphasis placed on altering capabilities, rather than on

theological clarity. The Mitterrand Administration may well have set

the objective of accelerating a process of security cooperation with

West Germany which will then have a political logic of its own in 10-15

years. This process currently has two dimensions beyond the planned

deployment of the FAR, namely, the bilateral security talks which are

held biannually in full plenum and, more frequently, on the sub-group

level, and the effort to expand Franco-German industrial cooperation,

including armaments production.
5 1

In other words, rather than debating the difficult problem of

whether French nuclear weapons will ever be able to play an extended

deterrence role for West Germany, why not focus on the practical

dimensions of expanding Franco-German cooperation? The weakness of this

position is that without doctrinal change at some point it will not be

clear either to the French public or to France's allies that France is

serious about a European role for its military forces. If France

- -. continues to value her nuclear forces much more than her conventional

forces, the absence of some form of commitment of those nuclear forces

to West Germany calls into question the seriousness with which France

desires to play a European role.

Nonetheless, the Mitterrand Administrtion is clearly modifying the

French concept of independence in defense policy. As a high-ranking

French official noted in 1983, "It is often said that 'The policy of

France is independent.' It would be better to say: 'The policy of

France is as independent as possible.' Absolute independence does not

exist any more in the realm of security than it does in the realm of

economics."
5 2
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There is a political force in France which would go further and

make explicit the doctrinal changes necessary to identify clearly French

conventional forces with the forward defense of Germany and with other

Alliance military missions. The small political party of former

President Giscard d'Estaing, the UDF, has clea'ly asserted the need for

France to express its solidarity with the Alliance. 53 The UDF has

criticized the Mitterrand Administration for overinvesting in nuclear

forces. "The decision to give increased priority to nuclear arms,

according to the government's own statements, in a reduced budget

package is likely to produce a purely illusory 'sanctuarization' of

defense whose inevitable result is neutralism in Europe and impotence in

the world."54 The former secretary general of the UDF even went so far

U. as to speak of the French nuclear force as "a new Maginot line." Michel

Pinton meant that nuclear forces are also self-deterring and France

needs robust conventional forces augmented by cooperation with the

forces of the Alliance to protect French security interests.55 Needless

to say, there was a very vigorous negative public reaction to Pinton's

turn of phrase.

A well-known advocate of greater cooperation in conventional forces

with the Alliance, Francois de Rose, has articulated the problem of

independence as follows:

It has often been said that France has a policy of
independent defense. It would be more appropriate to say
that France has an independent defense policy. The
confusion is revealing, for an independent defense policy
does not absolutely bar us from cooperating with our
allies for common defeng whereas an independent defense
links it to neutrality.

Such a shift in the public characterization of the French defense effort

is clearly required for a process of deepened conventional cooperation

with the Alliance.
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Third, France could assign her "independent" nuclear force a more

ambitious role than simply deterring Soviet attacks against French

territory, that is, a role greater than simply turning French national

territory into a "sanctuary." Several augmentations of the role of

*[- *French nuclear weapons have been suggested in recent years--the

deployment of a large nuclear force armed with neutron warheads for

battlefield use, the extension of some form of nuclear guarantee to West

Germany, and the indirect or direct creation of some form of "European"

nuclear force stimulated by French example and/or effort.

Some analysts have suggested that France ought to give her ground

forces a significant upgrading of usable nuclear firepower. The most

frequently discussed candidate for this role has been the neutron

warhead.5 7 If French forces were armed with an arsenal of neutron

weapons, they would become a much more formidable barrier to any Soviet

armored assult into Europe. By being prepared to take the nuclear

battle to Soviet forces in the European theater, France would

significantly enhance deterrence of Soviet "limited" war option6. The

mere existence of an anti-cities French nuclear capability is not enough

to deter "limited" Soviet war aims.

A diversity of voices in France have suggested the possibility of

extending some form of nuclear guarantee to West Germany. At the heart

of such a guarantee is the question of the use of French tactical

58nuclear weapons. Almost always the guarantee in question would be

designed to supplement, not supplant the American nuclear guarantee.

For example, HIichel Tatu of Le Monde has argued that when the new Hades

' * missile is ready for deployment it could be placed on German soil under

a dual-key arrangement.5 9  Also, in a speech delivered in Bonn, Jacques

Chirac, Mayor of Paris and leader of the Gaullist party, argued that

'S-. French nuclear forces should be involved in some form of a "European"

guarantee to West German security.
6 0
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Several variants of a "European" nuclear force idea have been aired
in the recent past by French analysts. 6 1 One variant emphasizes the

importance of the simultaneous modernization of the French and British

forces for European defense. The very fact that both forces will be

augmented in the 1980s and 1990s enhances the nuclear protection for

Europe. 6 2 A second variant would go further and encourage direct

British-French nuclear cooperation, either in joint development of their

strategic forces or of a tactical nuclear force for Germany. One French

analyst suggested to the author that a joint French-British cruise

missile force could be developed for use in providing a "tactical

nuclear cover" for French and British forces in West Germany. A third

variant is much more ambitious and would seek to proliferate nuclear

warheads among the major West European states, including West

Germany.6 3 This variant rests on the assumption that deterrence would

be enhanced if the Soviets faced a multitude of nuclear decisionmaking

centers. This variant would req ,ire, among other things, the abrogation

of the nuclear nonproliferation treaty and dealing with the politically

explosive issue of the possession of nuclear weapons by the West

Germans.

The table below summarizes the basic French defense options for the

1980s and 1990s.

TABLE I

FRENCH DEFENSE OPTIONS

Basic Military or
option Variants security locus

I. Assert primacy - maximalist - SSBN force
of "independent" augmented
nuclear deterrent - minimalist - modest nuclear

force moderni-

zation
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TABLE 1 (Cant 'd.)

Basic Military or
option Variants security locus

2. "Independent" - Franco-German - Nuclear moderni-
nuclear deterrent co-operation zation plus
plus forward deployment of
defense of FRG FAR
by conventional - enhanced direct - greater

. 4>. forces and public in- emphasis on en-
volvement by hancing NATO's
French conventional conventional
forces in Alliance deterrence
missions

3. "Independent" - enhanced tactical - neutron weapon
nuclear deterrent, nuclear "battlefield"
plus capability

- supplemental - double-key
nuclear guarantee system
for FRG - enlarged

sanctuary
- "European" - indirect

nuclear force supplement

- active Franco-
British coop-
eration

. - Nuclear prolif-

eration within
*Western Europe

In light of the various options "to resolve" the problem of

defining the role of French nuclear weapons for West European defense,

what are the most likely scenarios for the evolution of French defense

policy and doctrine in the 1980s and 1990s?

The most likely scenario is the continued highest priority accorded

to nuclear weapons with no doctrinal change affording a direct European

defense role for French nuclear weapons. Precisely due to serious

'. disagreement over doctrinal change, it is unlikely that doctrinal change

will occur. But the absence of change in doctrine does not foreclose

changes in capability. For example, the accretion of French strategic

-26-9-
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power may foreshadow the modification of French countervalue doctrine to

encompass some counterforce options.
6 4

Two debates over the development of the French nuclear force

structure have a reasonable probability of occurring. The first debate

would involve questioning the wisdom of placing too many of France's

nuclear eggs in the ballistic missile basket. In light of perceived

impending BMD deployments by the superpowers, no prudent French

strategic planner can afford not to develop a serious non-ballistic

missile alternative, most notably, the development of a cruise missile

alternative. Especially significant might be the development of a sea-

launched cruise missile program. The second debate would revolve around

the tactical nuclear weapons issue. Some might wish to reduce the

tactical component of the nuclear arsenal in order to augment the

strategic component. Others might wish to "nuclearize" either the FAR

or First Army by giving it a neutron warhead battlefield system. Others
might wish to change the mix of tactical nuclear systems in favor either

of the Hades or the ASMP programs.

The second most likely scenario is for a process of Franco-German
military cooperation in conventional forces to unfold in the 19 80s which

would allow modifications in French doctrine to be made to include

Germany directly in the French security concept. The most likely area

where France would provide a "supplemental" nuclear guarantee for

Germany would involve the tactical nuclear force. This could be done

either by stationing some nuclear systems directly on German soil or by

indicating the willingness to use tactical nuclear weapons based on

French soil in the forward defense of Germany.

The least likely scenario is for France to reemphasize conventional

forces at the expense of nuclear forces. Increased cooperation in the

conventional area will be done to same extent for political purposes,

the most important one being to anchor West Germany in the Western

-27-
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.-. security system. The major military purpose will be to enhance the

deterrent capability of French conventional forces by increased

cooperation within the alliance. Nonetheless, augmented cooperation

will stop short of France rejoining the integrated NATO command, such an

action being outside the pale of legitimacy in French politics.

In short, the modernization of her nuclear forces will remain the

central priority for France. These weapons will, in most likelihood,

remain identified with the defense of French territory, but there is

increasing external pressure to define a broader role for these

forces. There is internal debate regarding the legitimacy of providing

*' a broader role for French nuclear weapons. This debate might just

succeed in creating a "moving consensus" in favor of incorporating West

Germany in the French security concept. But strong domestic pressures

impede the evolution of such a consensus. Hence, it is very difficult

for France to resolve its basic strategic dilemma.
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62. See the interview of General Gallois in Liberation, October
19, 1983.

63. See Michel Manel, L'Europe sans Defense (Paris: Berger-Levrault,
1982). This book was reissued in 1983 under a new title, L'Europe face
aux SS-20.

64. On the changing French force structure, see Robbin F. Laird,

"French Nuclear Forces in the 19 8 0s and 1990s," Comparative Strategy,
forthcoming.
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